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As stated by Frans Timmermans, Executive Vice 
President of the European Commission for the 
European Green Deal, ‘Electrification is our  end-
game in many areas, it is the fastest route to 
 decarbonisation and the most efficient solution 
in many end-use sectors.’ 

MEP Maria da Graça Carvalho 

‘Electricity will be the dominant carrier of 
energy and electrical installations must 
 respect the highest standards of safety, the 
renovation wave should include electrical 
safety checks and upgrades.’ 

However, as evaluated by the Forum for 
 European Electrical Domestic Safety (FEEDS), 
the current status of domestic electrical installa-
tions in Europe is worrying: 30% of domestic fires 
have an electrical source and 50% of accidental 
domestic fires have an electrical source. In this 
context, electrical safety can be considered as a 
key prerequisite for the energy transition. This 

strong concern can be addressed by Member 
States through inspections. 

Olivier Tissot, FEEDS 

‘There are 273,000 domestic fires from electri-
cal source occurring each year in the EU. The 
solution is the regular inspection of installa-
tions. Several Member States have inspec-
tions regimes in place, but some are only 
voluntary. More can be done everywhere.  
The EPBD revision is an opportunity.’ 

Cristiano Masini, CECAPI 

‘Member States should continuously update 
their national Wiring Rules and produce solid 
statistics. For this, they must involve all 
 stakeholders. Any document related to 
 electrical installations checks must be kept 
simple,  particularly for consumers. Electrical 
installations are essential to the ongoing 
 process of decarbonisation of buildings.’ 
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REPORTS OF THE FORUM  
FOR EUROPEAN ELECTRICAL 
DOMESTIC SAFETY (FEEDS)  
ON THE SITUATION OF  
ELECTRICAL SAFETY IN EU

NATIONAL BEST PRACTICES

www.feedsnet.org

Federico Fucci, EuropeOn 

‘The German E-check is a very nice example 
of a reliable approach with consumer-
friendly and efficient labelling, but it remains 
voluntary. Quality inspections call for quali-
fied  electricians. Let’s not forget to invest in 
skills and training.’ 

Anne Lucet-Dallongeville, La Confédération 
Nationale du Logement (CNL) 

‘France has introduced mandatory electrical 
inspections when selling or renting a dwell-
ing. 2/3 of inspected installations in the last  
4 years were faulty or hazardous.’ 

Heikki Väänänen, DG GROW 

‘The EU Fire Information Exchange 
Platform will embrace the challenge. 
Member States should actively 
 participate to share and benefit from 
experience and knowledge.’ 



How can we ensure safe and sustainable build-
ings in a fast-transforming process led by the 
energy transition and the renovation wave?  

New conditions, new circumstances, 
new methods and relevant expertise 

MEP Maria da Graça Carvalho 

‘The Energy Performance of Buildings 
 Directive is an opportunity to make our 
 buildings safer. Fire safety is an inseparable 
part of the energy transition. As an engineer 
and academic professor, I strongly believe 
that we need the right set of skills to address 
complex challenges such as fire safety.’ 

Michael Strömgren, BRIAB 

‘Fire safety engineering methods and per-
formance-based design approach enhance 
the production of reliable and scientifically 
based analyses to advise architects and 
building contractors on the most appropriate 
fire safety measures.’ 

‘Buildings need to reduce their carbon 
 footprint and also to adapt to the effect of 
 climate change. Therefore, we need to 
 challenge our traditional way of constructing 
and create an efficient and flexible built 
 environment with new technologies, 

 construction concepts and materials.  
It requires us to be more inventive and less 
dependent on  traditional solutions. National 
legislative framework needs to address this 
and  embrace innovation.’ 

Perrine Ethuin,  
Modern Building Alliance 

‘Performance-based design goes side by side 
with fire safety skills and competency. Getting 
skilled and competent professionals will en-
sure that buildings are fire safe while meeting 
all other requirements requested by the EU: 
energy efficiency, performance, sustainability, 
circularity, electrification, renewable energies, 
inclusivity, aesthetic, comfort, etc.’ 

Adamantia Athanasopoulou, 
European Commission, JRC 

The JRC recognises the added value of such 
methods [Fire Safety Engineering and 
 Performance-Based Design] and is currently 
working on mapping the situation in the EU 
Member States. In the future, a wider use of the 
fire engineering approach should be allowed 
and incorporated into the fire safety regulations 
of EU Member States. 

BUILDING FIRE SAFE: 
FIRE SAFETY  
COMPETENCY  
TO SUPPORT THE  
RENOVATION WAVE
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‘At the JRC, we are well aware of the chal-
lenge brought by fire safety and we explore 
the feasibility and opportunities for creating 
a stronger European fire safety standardisa-
tion environment. The JRC is looking at how 
to incorporate fire engineering approaches 
into the Member States regulatory frame-
works. We work to define and support the 
needs of the EU Member States for guidance 
and training for fire safety practitioners.’ 

Professor Patrick van Hees, 
Lund University 

Professor van Hees explained that fire is a 
 complex phenomenon that combines heat 
transfer, combustion, fluid dynamics and 
 structural behaviour with societal aspects and 
human behaviour. He claimed that there is a 
need to acknowledge this complexity and 
 prepare future engineers and PhDs in this  
overall holistic approach.  

The educational challenges should be tackled at 
the international level, for example via the 
 International Master of Fire Safety Engineering 
or PhD schools for detailed specialisation. The EU 
is in a key position to support such exchanges 
and education programmes. It should become a 
leader in this field. 

MEP Maria da Graça Carvalho 

‘All across the EU, we observe gaps of 
 technicians, engineers and specialists to 
 ensure a safe transition. We need in our 
 education system special attention to have 
engineers and expertise to ensure the quality, 
comfort and safety of renovated buildings.’ 
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The European Fire Safety Week  conference, held on 1st December 2021, addressed the 
 importance of fire safety in the context of the energy transition. Eighteen speakers with 
backgrounds in fire services, research, fire engineering, cross-party politics, industry, etc., 
brought their expertise and thoughts on how to improve fire safety in the EU. 
This report summarises their  policy  recommendations for the revised EPBD.  

Programme and presentations

https://imfse.be/
https://www.europeanfiresafetyalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/European-Fire-Safety-Action-Plan.pdf
kbiskup@eurofsa.org
quentin.dehults@copperalliance.org
perrine@modernbuildingalliance.eu


WHAT DID THEY SAY? 
EUFSW CONFERENCE, POLITICAL DISCUSSION, 1/12/2021

MEP Maria da Graça Carvalho 

The Energy Performance of Buildings Directive  
is also an opportunity to ensure that professionals  
with the right skills and competences, such as qualified 
electricians and fire safety engineers, are involved  
at the right time in the process.

Krzysztof Biskup,  
Chair of the European Fire Safety Alliance 

Estonian experience demonstrated that since 2006, when fire 
services undertook intensive activities to raise people's aware-
ness and to install smoke detectors, fire accidents decreased 
by a factor of 3. We, firefighters, are fully ready to contribute to 
safety checks of existing buildings and to assess the safety of 
new construction or renovation designs.

MEP Seán Kelly 
Since 30% of domestic and  
50% of domestic accidental fires 
have an electrical source, I call 
on Member States to develop 
electrical inspection regimes. 
The European building stock 
renovation should integrate 
electrical safety checks and 
 upgrades.

Quentin de Hults,  
European Copper Institute 

Electrical installations are the 
backbone of Zero Emission 
 Buildings, but half of domestic 
electrical installations are 
 obsolete. Electrical safety is a 
prerequisite for the energy 
 transition and regular inspection 
of existing installations is an 
 essential fire prevention measure. 
Yet, only a few Member States 
have mandatory inspection 
 regimes in place.
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WHAT DID THEY SAY? 

Perrine Ethuin,  
Modern Building Alliance 

When transforming our building stock, it is crucial to involve 
the people who know the impact of innovations and tech-
nologies on building design. They can bring in appropriate 
adjustments to ensure fire safety. A wider involvement of 
 engineers coupled with a wider use of the performance-
based design method will enhance fire safety in highly 
 performant and innovative buildings.

Theresa Griffin, former MEP,  
Moderator of the EU Fire Safety Week political discussion 

All legislation concerning building renovation and standards for new builds 
should address fire safety and risks related to intense seismic activity to keep 
citizens safe. 75% of EU buildings are deemed energy inefficient, energy 
 poverty is a reality for at least 31 million Europeans. Our poorest live in the 
leakiest and, often, the most unsafe housing. 132 million domestic electrical 
installations are obsolete. The Renovation Wave must secure decent, energy 
efficient and fire safe housing for every European.

Dimitrios Athanasiou,  
European Commission, 
DG ENER 
Renovation Passports could 
offer an opportunity to
address fire safety and for 
example include electrical 
safety checks.

Fulvia Raffaelli,  
European Commission, 
DG GROW 

Member States should engage into the 
Fire Information Exchange Platform 
(FIEP) to exchange best practices and 
discuss how to address fire safety into 
their National Renovation Plan.
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EUFSW CONFERENCE, POLITICAL DISCUSSION, 1/12/2021

https://www.europeanfiresafetyalliance.org/european-fire-safety-week/edition-2021/webinar-3/
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EUROPEAN FIRE SAFETY ALLIANCE (EUROFSA) ACTION PLAN 

In 2020, the EuroFSA published its European Fire Safety Action Plan, detailing 
‘10 actions that will improve fire safety in Europe.’ 

https://www.europeanfiresafetyalliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/ 
European-Fire-Safety-Action-Plan.pdf

PERSON OF CONTACT 

EuroFSA: Krzysztof Biskup – kbiskup@eurofsa.org 

FEEDS: Quentin de Hults – quentin.dehults@copperalliance.org 

Modern Building Alliance: Perrine Ethuin – perrine@modernbuildingalliance.eu

https://www.europeanfiresafetyalliance.org/european-fire-safety-week/edition-2021/webinar-3/

